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Session Goals
• Review a general process for P2 site visits

• Before, During and After
• Practice P2 observation skills

• Phosphorus reduction case example
• Generating recommendations
• Identifying the value proposition

• Water use reduction case example
• Illustrate importance of mass balance
• Getting the information you need 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The focus of the next hour will be on the process of site assessmentsHow many routinely do site assessments?How many are relatively new to site assessments?We will review a very high level overview of a possible site assessment process. This does not include checklists or how to’s but is more of a self preparation exercise of things to think about and prepare for Before, During and After a site visit. Site visits can be highly complex covering large amounts of the facility and many processes or they can be quite simple focusing on one process or even one product in use at the facility.We will attempt to “practice” our site assessment skills by reviewing two case examples as if we were conducting the site visit ourselves.The first, a phosphorus reduction case, will focus on generating recommendations from a set of observations and identifying the value proposition for the facility.The second, a water use reduction case example, will illustrate the importance of a mass balance to ensure you are looking at all the inputs and getting the information you need to make recommendations.



Site Visits – Before You Go
• Focus of the assessment

• What are we looking at
• Why do they care

• Assessment team
• Leadership positions
• Know the process

• Prepare, prepare, prepare
• Review relevant information
• Bring ideas and equipment

• Think about safety

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Early preparation for a site assessment will go a long way toward helping it be successfulFocus of the assessmentHow did the site visit request come to you – requested by the site leadership, offer of services or a referral? The mechanism can indicate the level of interest in the outcomes.What is motivating the site leadership/staff to care about this visit?What does the facility need to receive for the investment of time in this process?Assessment TeamAn ideal case would be to have executive level support for the site assessment which can lead to facility staff commitment to collecting information, making changes and implementing recommendations.Generally have a site engineer or environmental specialist as a site liaison. This person needs to be able to provide site specific information prior to the assessment.It can be helpful to have a knowlegeable operator as part of the team to answer questions related to typical operating protocol and how things actually get done.Prepare, prepare, prepareFind and review relevant public informationReview permits, TRI status, actions – to give an indication of how much hazardous material may be present and how it is used/generatedLook for company information - press releases, annual reports, websites - to give an indication of how the company operates and wishes to be perceivedGoogle earth to inspect the outside of the site – how large, proximity to neighbors or habitats, outside storage, dumpsters, facility maintenance, roof vents….Request hazardous waste records, volumes of target materials used, utility (energy, water, wastewater) recordsLearn about processes being used and review any published efficiency or P2 examples to understand opportunity potentialAs needed generate data sheets that could be useful for logging informationPlan to bring any equipment that could be relevant to the assessment or data collectionConfirm the meeting and staff availability a couple days prior to the scheduled visitThink about safetyWhat kind of facility is this and what will you likely find walking around?Dust, odors, noise, uneven surfaces, close spaces, heat/cold, lighting, stairs, catwalksRequired/desired PPE – check in with your primary contact and bring your own general PPEProtect the process – clothing, hair, jewelry, shoes – dress for success, it shows you respect their facility and rules 



Site Visits – While You Are There
• Short kick off meeting

• Introductions and goal review
• Changes or concerns

• Site tour and process flow
• Observe operation with all senses
• Ask questions, engage staff

• Data collection
• Who is collecting and how
• Will there be a second visit

• Wrap up meeting
• Solicit staff feedback on process
• Provide your observations and timeline
• Establish a primary contact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While we think of site visits as focusing on technology, there is at least as much importance (if not more) on building relationships and trust with the PEOPLE in the organization. As P2 providers our role is to make recommendations for changes that can lead to pollution prevention. If the staff at the site do not feel a connection to the P2 provider or goals of the work or if they do not trust you (and by default your analysis), implementation will be less successful.Short kick off meetingThis is where the relationship building starts – introductions and informal conversation are important to build the team and get them aligned with identifying opportunitiesGet all the participants aligned with the goals of the assessment – this might mean you need to realign your goals to more closely meet the site needsThis is also a good time to review any assumptions and early thoughts on targeted approaches to get feedback from the rest of the teamWork through any changes and concerns the facility staff may haveAsk about safety precautions and specific hazards at the facilitySite tour and process flowThis is where you will get the overall sense of how things work at this site. Observe with all your senses which can alert you to leaks, chemical exposures, hot/cold surfaces and the general sense of how organized and in control the process and site areAsking why is an important way to uncover operating conditions and the reason things are done a certain way. Sometimes reviewing SOPs can help if team members have different opinions on a particular issueGet multiple perspectives on a process. Engineering staff may have a different way of looking at a process than operators and it is generally the operators who keep the components running.Data collectionIdeally there was some conversation around data collection and who and how it could be done prior to the site visit. Utilize creative problem solving to find a way to get the information you need or identify reasonable assumptions that the facility staff can agree with.The length of the assessment portion of the visit will depend on how much data needs to be collected or how big the facility is.Types of data that would be good to get during the visit:Size of various pieces of equipment – pumps, motors, fans, tanks, pipes…Flow rates and process times Specifications for critical pieces of equipmentChemicals in use and volumes, SDSs or product names Estimates of material that goes to waste and volumesWrap up meetingGood time to get site feedback on what you all just saw and the implications for operationsThere may be good ideas that come out of this discussionLeave the staff with your initial impressionsProvide a reasonably detailed process of what will happen next and how long it should takeTry to have a primary contact to assist in collecting any additional information that may be needed or was not available during the site visit. 



Site Visits – Follow Up
• Analyze data

• Consult reference materials and case studies
• Justify with engineering calculations and cost estimates

• Write report
• Highlight key findings
• Develop value proposition

• Present opportunities
• Get feedback on results
• Gauge interest/ ability to implement
• Follow up with the site within one month of presenting results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Analyze dataSeek to collect the information you will need to conduct an analysis for recommendations. If you are new to the process it may take a couple of calls/visits to get enough information.The better the data and the more rigorous the engineering calculations, the better the estimate of reduction and value.Write reportTry not to overload the recipient. There have been some studies that suggest less is more and that only 2-3 recommendations should be highlighted. Then the facility can focus on the most important, most valuable or most likely to be implemented suggestions.If the company seems reluctant to invest in the improvements, provide an operational change they can implement without capital using on site resources. This can empower the site to implement and realize a savings which might motivate further investment.Try to add justification that can help the company support the investment (time and/or capital) to implement the project Present opportunitiesWrap up the project with a presentation and discussion of the results with the facility staff. This can be in person or with a teleconference after they have had a chance to read the report. This provides an opportunity for the facility to:Ask questions about the suggestionsProvide additional feedback that may lead to revised or additional suggestionsConfirm understanding of what has been recommended and the value to the organizationEstablish next steps for the TA provider and the siteNotify of your intent to follow up to provide additional assistance or clarification as neededRecord implementation results



Situation
• Ver-tec Labs Rockford, MN
• Manufacture industrial 

cleaners/degreasers
• Contract formulation and 

packaging
• Agreed to a site visit for P 

and BOD reductions

• City of Rockford WWTP
• Anticipating decrease in P 

in next permit
• Cost $86,000/yr to meet 

new limit
• Seeking influent 

reductions to avoid cost

http://www.mntap.umn.edu/POTW/resources/Ver-tech.html



Observations
• Most of Ver-Tec products contain P.
• Liquid product blend tanks were washed between 

runs with wash discharged to sewer.
• Solid product blends had issues with caking on 

tank walls and mixing units. Cleaning between 
runs and discharge to sewer.

• Wash effluent is alkaline and needs to be 
neutralized prior to discharge to WWTP.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phosphorus is a detergent ingredient that improves cleaning performance by buffering the cleaning solutions and maintaining appropriate pH. Having the proper pH can assist in removal of fatty soils, protect against corrosion, suspend soils in water and prevent the re-depositing soils on surfaces being cleaned. 



Exercise
• Form a work team 3-4 people
• What can you recommend to Ver-Tec to reduce P 

and BOD in their wastewater effluent?
• Why might they be motivated to do this?
• Feel free to ask questions as you develop 

recommendations
• Be prepared to present your solutions and 

business justifications to the group



Impact: Phosphorus Reduction
• Actions

• Reuse rinse from liquid product 
blending 

• Change equipment to decrease 
cleaning requirements and reuse rinse 

• Schedule production to decrease 
cleaning requirements

• Reformulate products

• Results
• 8,650 lb reduced P to city WWTP 
• $100,000 saved from raw material 

purchases and discharge fees

http://www.mntap.umn.edu/POTW/resources/Ver-tech.html

Rockford, Minnesota

Goal – Reduce high BOD and P 
load in wastewater effluent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To reduce the phosphorus loading from the liquid formulation line, Ver-tech began reusing the rinse water containing residual product in future formulations. To overcome the problems associated with the dry formulation line, two steps were taken. First, the facility installed new mixing equipment which reduced the caking in the tanks. Product remaining in the tanks is now vacuumed and used in future dry formulations. Second, production scheduling and batch sizes were reviewed, resulting in reduced clean-up between similar products and optimized batch production volumes. Residual from 80% of the company’s products are used in future formulations, thereby eliminating raw material waste on approximately 100 products.To address the phosphorus loading issues from the pH neutralization tank, the company switched from using phosphoric acid to hydrochloric acid. By evaluating opportunities and implementing phosphorus- and BOD-reducing strategies in these three areas, Ver-tech has reduced the phosphorus and BOD loading in the wastewater discharged to Rockford’s treatment facility.Moving to Green CleanersIn addition to improving the production process, Ver-tech has begun actively reformulating their products to replace phosphorus-containing cleaners with green cleaners. Through the reformulation of two products, the company has reduced the use of over 100,000 pounds of phosphates in their formulations. 



Assessment Skills Exercise
Water Reduction

Karl DeWahl

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Goal: present exercise that develops skills & illustrates         1. value of mass balance        2. where to find reduction ideas /  opportunitiesExercise developed to train interns – take 60 min, make interns squirm – force to ask questionsToday a shorter version – won’t make you squirm – as much – still will be looking for thinking & responseExercise is based on a real assessment from many years agoIt is a bit unusual as an assessment but does illustrates value of mass balance                                                                  where to find reduction opportunitiesAudience?   New to assess?   Want to teach assessment methods?   Other?



Permit Documentation
Optics R Us  
Wastewater discharge permit: 
 
Water meter reading       1,350,000 gallons per year 
Domestic water usage       550,000 gpy* (110 employees) 
Industrial wastewater        800,000 gpy 
 
 
Annual water and sewer costs are $3800 per year. 
SAC / WAC = $14,000   (one time) 
SAC/WAC  based on 500,000gpy increase from 3 years prior 
 

 
 

Can you help? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start with a problem statementOptical lens company wants to reduce water useUse increased by 500,000gpy since 3 years ago – face a SAC charge (describe later)their WW permit info[Go thru use]W&S = $3800   cheapSAC =$14k  - got attentionSAC is a charge on increased water use  - buy a share of plant capacity      a way to keep monthly $ charge lowHave looked permit info – total out from all sources – also have sample analysisWhat are the reduction opportunities? 



Reduction Methods: Permit Docs

•Effluent purification & recycle
•Toilet & sink improvements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can take the total effluent, purify (clean up) & reuseBetter toilets & sinks Anything else?      Why not?nothing about individ water usesNeed to know more than facilities totalsHow do we learn more?            expect: walk through, talk to ops etcFor the purpose of exercise we  will learn in small stepsYou are new (shy & retiring) so we will take a tour next – eyes & ears only        – passive assessment



Tour

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Get led thru shop – 1st thru older process – process purchased lens blanks      see static tanks & tubs of water  - changes batchwise – med blue             a few place where water is running continuously – dark blue      some sense of use magnitude               & use contamination – some dirty, some cleanerWalk past washing machines and softener – know they use water but don’t see water directly – lighter blueAlso walk into their new MX processing area whereMold plastic lenses to final shapeWash areaCoat areaNew – maybe explains increase –- maybe shut it down – it caused increaseOr  increase is unavoidable?Learned a little more from a visual tour – tanks vol, flow vol, effluent clarityWhat are the opportunities



Reduction Methods: Tour

•Purify & recycle;     toilets; sinks
• Individual reuse
•Tank volume reduction
•Flow reduction
•How much?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Still have total effluent, purify (clean up) & reuse; better toilets; better faucetsLearned some use effluents look clean, some dirty – set up a reuse?Maybe tank volume looks largeMaybe flow looks large       -    reduceHow much reduction possible?  Don’t know   nothing is quantifiedWhats next?Lets talk to operators, line supervisors, engineers



Talk to Operators / Experts

•Tank volume 
•Change intervals
•Flow rates / duration
•Cleanliness need / specifications
•Changes over time
•Their reduction ideas 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quantify – get estimates of volumes, sizes, timing, frequency, Learn about needs / constraints / specificationsLearn how Ops have changed, whyHow would they reduce waterWhat do they think of your ideas (they will have to make them work)



Talk to Operators / Experts – Mass Balance
Standard Line Plastic Surfacing - generating dry

Plastic Surfacing - polish 11,000
Plastic Surfacing - rinse 3,000 14,000
Glass Surfacing - generating 500
Glass Surfacing - polish 1,500
Glass Surfacing - rinse 1,500
Glass Surfacing - equip rinse 2,500
Glass Surfacing - floor wash 1,000 7000
Wash - lens rinse 9,000
Wash - spot cleaning 2,000
Wash - ultrasonic wash 15,000
Wash - coater 10,000
Wash - tool rinse 8,000 44,000
Shaping / Finishing - grinding 500
Shaping / Finishing - polish 500
Shaping / Finishing - wash 5,000
Shaping / Finishing - rinse 2,500
Shaping / Finishing - dye 2,500
Shaping / Finishing - rinse 2,000 13,000 78,000

MX Molding (tempering)
Wash - wash tank 500
Wash - spray rinse 40,000
Wash - cascade rinse feed spray 40,500
Coat - dip tanks 12,500
Coat - spray rinse 700
Coat - ultrasonic tanks 100
Coat - rinse tubs 3,000
Coat - mop 1,000 17,300 57,800

135,800

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this case talking to the experts create mass balancetells us total process water use is 136kgpy      & MX addition was substantialDon’t know tempering vol  tempering is thermostatically controlled     cold water added if reservoir gets too hot – don’t know the volumeWhat does this tell us?process water use < the 500k increase  total understood = 685kWhat else?       Missing larges usesKnow picture incomplete, but learned more Typ assessment would prob know most opportunitiesWith what we know what are the opportunities



Reduction Methods: Process Experts
• Individual reuse
•Tank volume reduction
•Flow reduction
•Procedure change
•Improved controls
•How much?          136,000gpy?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Know more about reuse, volume & flow reduction  -      were what if – promise confirmed;     impact est. quantified (justification)Also perhaps identified proc sloppy, specs v. tight  –   a procedure change?Or how about better tempering controlsHow are we doing for potential impact?ID’d 136k in process water    << increaseIf we could eliminate all discharge – unlikelyStill < half the recent increase – we are missing something important.



What’s 
Next?

•Tempering
•RO reject
•Laundry
•Softener
•Leaks?

•No knowledge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whats next – where do we lookLaundry - top loader, softener, RO reject – see the reject stream - low yieldUnfortunately no one at the company knows much about theseKnow how many loads of laundry – nothing moreWhat do you do?Roll up your sleeves and dig more



Assessor Investigation

•Bucket test     (RO, temper?, Laundry?, softener??)
•Calculate, estimate     (temper, Laundry, softener)
•Find external expert / resource          (RO, temper, 

Laundry, softener)
•Test, trial, pilot  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bucket testCalc      engrg estimateSofteners use about 5% of the vol treated for regenExternal resourceOther test?



Assessor Investigation
Mass Balance totals
MX Molding (tempering) 150,000

Wash 40,500
Coat 17,300 207,800

Standard Line Wash 44,000
Plastic Surfacing 14,000
Shaping / Finishing 13,000
Glass Surfacing 7000 78,000

Misc Uses Laundry 370,000
RO Reject 120,000
Softener Regeneration 9500 499,500

785,300

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With further investigation we ID’d 650kEstimate total process use – 785k close to the 800k estimate from permit within 2%  very very close agreement – don’t expect that 30% might be good enoughinitial 65% error was too muchKnow we have all/most uses – how about reduction?



Reduction methods: Investigation

•Outsource laundry
•More efficient washer or RO
•Reuse RO reject
•Tempering control

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outsource laundry – big impact 70% of SAC  ($10k)More efficient washer or RO – top loaders w front loaders; RO has a 30% yield – 70% is common   orReuse RO reject @ 30yield, reject is only 40% more salty than tap water - useableTempering controlNow have a number of big reduction possibilities



Assessment Stages
•Review permit - facility totals, totals history
•Tour – source ID, qualitative magnitude
•Ask process experts – quantitative, procedures, 

history, reduction ideas
• Investigation – further details – tests, manuals, 

vendors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time to end exerciseReview on types of info to reviewHave to go beyond the passive tour – ask questions / investigate



Conclusions: 
• Mass Balance  – have everything important?
• Get complete overview 
• Have to ask
• You Generated the ideas

• Investigation Generated Opportunities 
• Understanding the Process is Key

Generating Ideas is only the First Step
• Next steps 

• evaluate feasibility; 
• justification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conclusions – what were we trying to get across in this exerciseImportance of Mass balance      Is something missing?  With intern  Get an overview before digging deeply     Big?      Important?  Longer exercise -  You only get what you ask for   -  here I asked you questionsYou saw nothing first hand, talked with no expertStill You Generated the ideas from small hints      Investigation Generated Waste Reduction Opportunities       Understanding the Process is Key Not clear from exercise:       ImportantNot Finished  –  exercise:    Op ID / brain storming stepThe Goal is Actual Reduction         Next steps are evaluate feasibility     (does it work);                               is it justified     (benefit worth the cost)
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